Recently considerable research has been conducted to retrieve pertinent parameters and adequate models for automatic music genre classification using different databases. Many ofprevious works are derived from speech and speaker recognition techniques. In this paper, four measures are investigated for mapping the features space to decision space. The first two measures are derived from second-order statistical models and last measures are based upon information theory concepts. A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is used as a baseline and reference system. For all experiments, the file sections used for testing have never been used during training. With matched conditions all examined measures yield the best and similar scores (almost 100%). With mismatched conditions, the proposed measures yield better scores than the GMM baseline system, especially for the short testing case. It is also observed that the average discrimination information measure is most appropriate for music category classifications and on the other hand the divergence measure is more suitable for music subcategory classifications.
INTRODUCTION
The considerable advances in audio technologies, the accessibility to information via the Internet and the increasing production of digital music create many new needs to exploit this large musical universe. One of these very popular needs is automatic genre classification.
Musical Genre is widely used to categorize and label the extremely vast world of music. This task can be achieved by human experts for the music industry or by consumers themselves. As a result, many different taxonomies are used to classify the same musical genres. This is related to the fact that many different descriptors and semantic ambiguities exist to determine genre classification [6] . For example, names of categories associated to each genre are not always similar or coherent including the hierarchical structure (subcategories) itself. The manufacturing of new instruments and the realization of new albums continue to accentuate this tendency. In the future, genre taxonomy will remain in an elastic and dynamical structure. As argued by Aucouturier et Pachet [6] , genre may be used in intentional or extensional concept. For each concept, genre taxonomy is related to different interpretations at the descriptor level or at the semantical level. The authors describe three approaches to establish musical genre classification: manual classification (projection of human or expert knowledge), prescriptive approach that relies on supervised learning using signal processing techniques (classify genre as they are found) and finally emergent classification approaches that are based on similarity measures to automatically produce the hierarchical genre structure. We propose (for musical genre classification) to investigate new classification techniques based on second order and information measures.
The prescriptive approach (classify genre as they are found) is adopted in this work. The measures were derived from statistical models and information theoretical concept. They have been already used in the context of speaker identification systems but never used for musical genre classification. Moreover, the interest ofthe proposed technique resides primarily on the simplicity of its mathematical formalism and on its potential to be implemented for real or differed time applications. It requires little memory capacity to store the reference prototypes (2 parameters), not much computing time and remains very flexible over the testing/training duration. The parameters can be recursively estimated when the time duration of musical piece is long enough. Exper [3] .
The majority of proposed works in automatic musical genre classification, use Gaussian Mixture models (GMM) which we use here as a reference system. The reader is refereed to other alternatives in [10] , and [9] . Recognition based on second-order statistical measures was initially proposed and tested in the context of text independent speaker identification by Bimbot et al. [1] .
Let {mR(i)}l<i<M be a sequence of M independent parameter vectors related to the source information noted as R, extracted from an acoustical signal. All vectors are p-dimensional, assumed to be independent and distributed like a Gaussian function. Therefore, they are characterized in the parametric form only by 2 parameters: a mean vector noted mR and a covariance matrix noted ER as:
where ( )T is the transpose.
Similarly, a sequence of N vectors ({MT(i)}l<i<N) corresponds to a target information source to be classified and that obeys to the same properties as the reference source.
Hence, the target source can be represented by 2 parameters: the mean vector mT and the covariance matrix ET.
The asymmetrized similarity measure noted ,UG (R, T), derived from the averaged log-likelihood of N tested observations [1] is defined as:
,uG(R, T) 1 tr() is the matrix trace, det() is the matrix determinant.
The arithmetic-geometric sphericity measure is also used and defined as:
It was initially proposed and tested in the context of speaker recognition for text-dependent experiments and later used by Bimbot et al. [1] for text-independent speaker identification.
Information theory measures
A discrimination information in the Bayes classifier sense, for class WR versus class ST, can be measured by the logarithm of likelihood ratio as defined in [4] :
where PR (x) and PT (X) correspond to the probability densities for the reference and target classes, respectively.
The averaged information for class WR versus class WT iS the expectation of,R,T and is defined as:
If the distribution of each class is assumed to be Gaussian and multivariate, IR,T can be expressed in another form according to mean vector and covariance matrix: (5) where: Am mR mr A1 ZI R AZ R1
where:
Tn -\ = RMT, i\TR = E_T -R \RT= ER1 -ZT1 and AZRT = ER -ET-A divergence measure or total average information discrimination is defined as the sum ofthe average information discrimination IR,T and IT,R and can be expressed as: 
Prescriptive taxonomies
We found that, in the RWC database, the number of musical pieces corresponding to each subcategory are not the same. This suggests the use of two procedures: i) Keep only the subcategories which number of musical pieces is three. In that case we obtain 9 categories and 29 subcategories(see [5] ). ii) Use all the existent 12 categories and 40 subcategories.
Experiments
For each musical piece, the first half of the signal is used for training only, then long or short testing is performed on the remaining half (long) or on one minute from the second half (short). Matched and mismatched conditions are also reported for each strategy. Matched conditions refer to experiments where each musical piece is used in training (first half piece) and testing sessions (second half piece). Mismatched conditions refer to experiments where the musical test piece was never used or presented during the training session. This can be useful to simulate new musical pieces and to evaluate the systems performance for new genre classification.
RECOGNITION CRITERION
During the training session, mean vectors and covariance matrices are estimated and stored as prototype reference to characterize each musical genre. The indice R is used to design the reference. Similarly, during the testing session, the measures between the test file and all reference prototypes of musical genre are evaluated. The reference prototype style with the minimal distance to the test is assigned to the recognized style.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All measures presented in section 3 have been used. They are tested in their asymmetrical form U(X, Y) and U(Y, X), except for the divergence distance that is originally symmetrical. All results presented here are based on supervised learning techniques. Two structures were defined for the RWC database, each comprising two levels with a different node number on each level. We are interested in automatically reproduce the proposed taxonomy of the RWC musical database. For each category and subcategory, results are reported on tables 1 to 8. Table 9 illustrates the recognition scores of the GMM reference system for each strategy and specific experimental conditions. Tables 1 to 8 report the scores for the two and evaluated for the high hierarchical level where the classification is carried out based on the category label, and on a lower level where the classification is carried out based on the subcategory label (see [5] ).
Matched conditions
For all experiments the best performance (for every measures and training/testing conditions) is observed for the matched conditions. Precisely, with the ,UG measure, we obtain recognition scores from 94% to 98% for genre classification by categories and from 88% to 97% when genre classification was addressed by subcategories. With the Isc measure, we obtain recognition scores from 94% to 97% for genre classification by categories and from 87% to 94% when genre classification was addressed by subcategories.
With the Iij measure, we obtain recognition scores from 95% to 98% for genre classification by categories and from 88% to 97% when genre classification was addressed by subcategories. With the Jij measure, we obtain recognition scores from 97% to 99°0 for genre classification by categories and from 92% to 97% when genre classification was Table 8 . Score recognition (in0/O) for mismatched conditions; long train and short test addressed by subcategories. Scores for these different measures and strategies remain similar with the matched conditions. It is also observed that the long and short testing does not have many influence on the scores. The good performance obtained with the proposed measures confirm that previous theoretical assumptions are probably verified. We recall that the parameters are assumed to be Gaussian. This assumption would be too restrictive when analyzing speech and better fits the music distribution.
Mismatched conditions
For mismatched conditions, where tests were never seen during training sessions, the scores drop significantly. The recognition scores varied from 50°0 to 75°0 for the genre classification by categories, and from 35°0 to 62% by subcategories. The information theoretical measures seems to be more interesting and yield the best scores in comparison to the other measures for all experimental strategies. Particularly, it is observed that the discrimination measure Iij yields a better score when the classification is addressed by category. When the problem is addressed to subcategories, the best score is obtained with the divergence measure Jij. However, the decrease in performance with mismatched conditions can partially be explained by the fact that human experts themselves do not always agree on the category or sub-category for a specific musical. Furthermore, the auditory system is able to perceive subtle features (likes tremolo, hangs of rhythm,etc..) that are not encoded in the MFCC parameters.
Reference system
The reference classification system yields the same recognition rates in matched conditions comparatively to the proposed measures, except with short testing utterances where the score drops significantly to 30°0. With mismatched conditions, recognition scores of categories are similar for all measures. But with subcategories, the best performance of the reference system is globally 10% lower than ,G, Iij and JiJ ji -7.4. Graphical analysis Figure 1 reports results of the divergence measure for the classification of 100 musical pieces into 12 categories for the matched conditions. The same analysis can be carried out for other scenarios as classification into 33 subcategories. It also predicts the performance and behavior of the system against style of musics not presented in training (never seen before). The inverse is used on the figure for an easier interpretation even if the minimization of the divergence is the classification criterion. Each subplot corresponds to ones Fig. 1 . Results of the divergence measure for the classification of 100 musical pieces into 12 categories. The x axis is the label (number from 1 to 100) associated to each musical file of the RWC database. The file numbers are the same than the ones used in the description file of the RWC database (see [5] ). For example, the first category includes 6 musical pieces which are labeled 1 to 6 on the x axis. Rock category contains also 6 musical pieces that are labeled from 7 to 12 and so on. Vertical axis corresponds to the inverse of the divergence measure. For each subplot, the title specifies the name of the category of the file presented in test and between parenthesis its order (label). In future works, we propose to further study theses measures since they yielded better scores and only two parameters are required, the mean vector (x12) and the covariance matrix (12x12) for each prototype. We plan to adapt this technique to unsupervised musical genre classification in the same conditions. We will focus our research on the automatic generation of new categories and subcategories. 
